
 
 
 

The Stone Age Girl Who Visited Another Land  
By Gracie 
 
An unusual thing once happened to me, I was         
about to go hunting with everyone then suddenly        
I changed my direction. I looked down and I         
found myself falling further, further, further. When       
I woke up I found myself standing in front of a           
humongous, crusty and dusty cave made out of        
brick instead of flint or rock.  
 
All of a sudden I saw someone, a girl? She was           
wearing a hoodie that had rainbow hearts on it         
that said “love” and a violet and rose dotted skirt.          
She also wore silky smooth black boots and had         
mousey hair with soft curls and smoothly       
brushed. Stomp stamp! Stomp stamp! There      
were noises of feet walking and running on the         
ground like an earthquake. The girl helped me up         
and took me to the open space.  
 

We went to a place that had these sticks but they were not wooden, they were made out of                   
a hard, cold and strong material. We went inside and she showed me how to swing on seats                  
hanging from wood using the hard, cold and strong material again. Then, she showed me               
how to push myself on this thing made out of smooth and strong material and the hard, cold                  
and strong material again. Then, before we left we went on a wall that had colourful stones                 
to climb. Then we left. I had a good time, it was brilliant!  
 
After the lovely morning, we went on more things and other people came. I went on a long,                  
slippery and shiny thing that was made of the hard, cold and strong material again. The girl                 
pushed me down, it was fun and amazing! Then, she took me out of the place and took my                   
hand and then took me back into the open space.  
 
We went to a river with a bridge and we went to look at the fish. Then she taught me how to                      
play a game called pooh sticks! Then she took me to a place that had lots of trees. I could                    
see the leaves in the sunshine. It was beautiful. I could hear squelching from the mud when I                  
stepped in it. I saw a very nice furry pretend and squishy bear that I liked. Then the girl got it                     
out of the tree and said, “here have it”. After she gave me the bear, I found myself falling                   
further, further, further again.  
 
When I woke up, I was back at my home then I felt something in my pocket. It was the bear!  
 
 
 



 
 
 
By Elliott 
One day a thrilling thing happened to me,        
travelling through the forest… I suddenly      
turned the wrong way. I slipped and found        
myself sinking further,further,further. 
 
When I awoke I was near an unusual        
place, suddenly I saw a boy?! He was        
strange but he was wearing an azure blue        
jumper and black trousers. His hair was       
smart and sleek. Soon sounds surrounded      
me: Boop,Beep,Bonk. Later the boy took      
me inside. 
 
I was somewhere I`ve never seen before.       
They used strange materials what i've      
never seen before. We went outside, he       
showed me lots of things outside he even        
showed me how to do some tricks on the         
monkey bars. 
 
Later that day in the afternoon I saw tons         
of children come out to play. They played        
all sorts of games, I didn't even know what         

they were. Later the boy taught me how to throw a round, red ball into a hoop                 
and I felt thankful. 
 
When the bell rang and we all went in to do some work, the boy taught me                 
how to write and draw with my pencil. Next the boy gave me a warm,cosy               
jumper and I put it in my pocket for later. Soon it was another break, me and                 
the boy played with a ball and I tried to header it but it hit me right in the face.I                    
found myself falling down,down,down. 
 
When I awoke I was back home and I felt something squishy in my pocket so I                 
reached in and my fingers grabbed something so pulled it out of my pocket, it               
was warm and cosy. A jumper! 
 



 
By Max 
One day I was walking slowly      
near my cave, when a     
staggering thing happened. I    
tripped and I fell down, down,      
down. I saw a strange     
building. 
 
All of a sudden l saw a boy!        
He wore a sky blue jumper,      
black trousers and he had     
dark brown hair.  
He pushed me to a huge      
open space. Bang! Crash!    
Push! Balls rolled towards    
me.  
 
In front of me I saw some       
giant metal bars so the boy      

taught me how to swing on them. It was tricky but I did it! I had lots of fun.  
 
Later some other children came out to play. I watched them play with a big,               
round ball. The boy also taught me how to play. Then we played with a               
bouncy ball. The boy told me it was a basketball. Next we went to the big                
building. Inside the building I picked up some scissors and saw nothing that             
looked like mine. I heard a loud noise and it made me jump. I fell down, down,                 
down.  
 
When I awoke back home, l felt something sharp in my pocket. I reached in               
and it was some scissors! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

The  Time Traveller 
     By Finley 

Once upon a time, I was involved in a         
surprising event. I was walking near my       
village, looking for flint to knap, when I        
tripped and fell down a bank. Lower, lower,        
lower. Everything went dark. When I woke       
up, I was standing in front of an old, strange          
building. 
 

I then saw the boy. HIs clothes were not          
made of deer skin and his hair was short.         
Nearby, there were boxes on wheels,      
moving fast and making odd noises. Toot,       
Tootle, Beep. The boy led me to a window         
and we looked inside. 
 

The boy said we were looking at the         
desks in his classroom. Later that day, he took me to the park. What a               
wonderful time we had! We tried the swings, the slide and the tripwire.             
Then my new friend said he had somewhere else in the village he             
wanted to show me. 
 

When we got there, he showed me some metal, railway lines. I have              
never seen metal before. The boy seemed surprised at this. He said that             
trains used to go on the track. I have never heard of trains either.              
Everything seemed so strange. My friend said he wanted to show me a             
very tall building. 
 

We walked on to a large building called a church. Outside, on the              
grass, was a small spoon. The boy said it was made of plastic. I put it in                 
my pocket. We went inside and climbed the tall tower. It was high as              
three mammoths standing on top of one another. At the top I felt dizzy. I               
fainted. I fell. Down, down, down. When I awoke, I was back at my              
camp. Reaching into my pocket, my hand felt a strange object. It was a              
plastic spoon! 



 
By Jacob 
An exciting thing once happened to      
me. I was running to a cave to draw         
a deer. I went inside and when I        
turned around I saw a big, scary       
bear. I took a step back and hit        
myself against the rock. My head      
was twirling, twirling, twirling. That     
made me faint.  
 
I woke up and I was standing       
in-front of a blue-doored building. I      
stumbled towards it. Soon, I     
realised I didn’t know where I was.       

Really didn’t know where I was. Really, totally didn’t know where I was. Out of               
nowhere, I saw an adult coming towards me. The lady wore sandy-coloured clothes             
and had black, shiny hair. She invited me into a room where lots of children were                
sitting behind smooth, wooden tables. They started to talk very loudly and shout. I              
was scared by the amount of noise so I ran away from the class, out of the building,                  
trying to find my way home. 
 
I ran, ran and ran. I ended up in front of two gates of a strange material that was                   
cold to touch. Behind them there was a weird building that looked destroyed.             
Dong… Dong… Dong… I heard a weird noise. It came from a building that was               
made of flint. I wandered down a path with houses next to it. I turned right and found                  
myself in a wood. The trees look a little bit familiar but there were lots of strange                 
things sitting on them. They looked like small, cute, furry animals. I chose my              
favourite one and took it with me. 
 
Roughly an hour later the lady from the building was looking for me to show me a                 
place to calm down. She took me to a nice, green place nearby. She called it a                 
playground. It had lots of different equipment. Firstly we talked and then the lady              
showed me how to use it. I slid down a slide and sat on a seat and rolled down. I had                     
so much fun. I saw a strange object flying in the sky, it was like a bird flying.I was                   
told it was called an aeroplane. I went on every ride. There was only one thing left to                  
go on. The swing. I sat on the swing and the lady pushed me hard, so I was going                   
higher, higher and higher. But then I lost grip and ended up falling down, down,               
down.  
 
When I woke up I was in a cave. There was no scary bear anymore. I put my hands                   
into my pocket and found my cute, fluffy teddy bear from the woods. 
 
 



 
 

 
By Jayden 
An incredible thing happened to me one day. I was          
walking towards a flaming hot fire. All of a sudden I           
went in a different direction. I found myself falling         
deeper,deeper,deeper. When I woke up I was       
standing in front of a massive building. 
 
In a flash I saw a figure,a boy ?! He wore a royal             
blue jumper,black shorts,and his hair was golden       
bronze. Chit Chat! Ha Ha! Screams!! Strange noises        
made me so afraid as they bellowed around me in          
the air from groups of things around me. 
 
Ahead of me there was an open space and concrete          
under my feet. I could also see a long net going           
from one side of the concrete to the other side . The            
boy gave me a tree shaped piece of wood with          
netting in it and a small ball ,he showed me how to            

bounce and hit it on the concrete and to hit it over the long big net with a tree shaped thing                     
the boy said was a racket. What a great time we had ! 
 
Further on in the day more children came to join us. We looked at them as they let out                   
screams and were laughing. The boy showed me how to throw a big orange ball through a                 
circle which was attached to a long pole high up. All of a sudden we turned around and                  
walked towards some more things i have not seen before ! 
 
Outside on the concrete floor I could see blades of green pointy up spikes coming up from                 
the ground. The boy took me closer so I could have a better look,but all of a sudden I saw                    
an orange round object fly through the air. I shouted to the boy to dodge out the way but I fell                     
and found myself falling lower,lower,lower. 
 
When I woke up I was back in my own surroundings. I felt in my pocket and my fingers                   
clutched around a small round,soft sphere. It was a tennis ball ! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
By Jack 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An amazing thing happened to me one day. I was climbing a tall 
 
cliff, when all of a sudden, I slipped. I found myself tumbling 
over, over, over. When I woke up, before me there was an 
enormous stone building. 
 
 
Suddenly in front of me a person appeared, a boy?! He was 
wearing unfamiliar clothes. A sky-blue top, dark grey trousers 
and his hair was short and tidy. Bang! Boom! Clatter! Strange 
noises coming from the building scared me because I thought it 
was a large beast. The boy held my hand and he led me away. 
 
There before me I saw a smaller building. The stone looked 
very different to ours. He led me inside and showed me all the 
different food and drinks they have. There were so many! 
 
Later that day we went to a big open space with strange 
wooden structures. There were lots of children who were 
playing on the structures. All of a sudden, he pulled me towards 
them. 
 
We climbed the wooden structure. In the middle there was a 
long, shiny, flat object. It shone like the sun! The boy showed 
me how to slide down the object. I was excited and rushed 
forwards. I slipped, and found myself falling over, over, over. 
When I awoke, I was back home. Reaching into my pocket my 
fingers grasped a small chocolate bar! 



 
 
 

By Casey 
An amazing thing happened to me, I       
was walking towards the oak trees      
then I suddenly changed direction. I      
walked towards it and began to fall       
lower, lower, lower when I awoke. I       
was standing in front of a mossy       
gate. 
 
All of a sudden I saw someone, a        
girl? She wore a cyan blue hoodie,       
light grey jeans and her hair was       
long and smart. Pita,pata om     
thought ‘what is that sound? ‘ I got        
scared so the girl led me to a safe         
place. 
 
I couldn't believe my eyes. This safe       
place was amazing. There were     
metal, wood, rope and things you      
could swing on . There was even a        
dark creaky pointy tent thing . She       
showed me how to do star jumps       
and handstands “bend on your     
hand, let your feet up and balance”       
that was excellent . 
 

A couple hours later, I stood in front of this grassy era. There were other kids and they were                   
doing something weird. They made a weird thing that you could slide down. 
 
At the field I could see the soggy mud like a wet dog. The girl taught me how to make a hut                      
using sticks, and tar pooling. Smelled so I ran and tripped over a mole hole , I began to fall                    
deeper, deper, deeper. 
 
I opened my eyes and I was home. I put my hand in my pocket andI picked up a soft long                     
material . A rope! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Stone Age Boy 
By Amelia  
An unbelievable thing once happened     
to me, I was wandering towards the       
glistening river when I suddenly     
changed direction. I found myself     
falling, falling, falling. When I awoke I       
was laying in front of a huge brick        
building. Children were streaming in     

and out of the big black gates. 
 
All of a sudden I saw someone, a boy?!         
He wore a neon blue jumper, smart       
eerie black trainers and carried a cobalt       
blue bookbag. Talk! Talk! Talk! The      
children were talking loudly. He led me       
to a big open space. “This is the        
playground,” he told me. 

 
In front of me there were big wooden things you could climb on. The boys' materials                
were nothing like ours! He taught me how to slide down the slide backwards, swing               
from bar to bar and balance on logs. What an enjoyable time we had together!  
 
Time had passed, many people appeared, we watched some children play football            
then the boy joined in while I watched. The boy also taught me how to play a game                  
where you had a hoop. All of a sudden, we were lined up with the other children                 
going into the building! 
 
Inside the building I could see the azure blue carpets like oceans beneath my feet.               
The boy showed me how to draw with a pencil and colour with a pen or crayon. All of                   
a sudden there was a loud ringing noise that made everyone run, I tripped and found                
myself falling, falling, falling. 
 



When I awoke, I was back home. Reaching into my pocket I felt something pointy. A                
pencil! 

By Alex 

An amazing thing once    
happened to me. I was walking      
along a field when I tripped      
and found myself falling    
Lower,Lower,Lower.When I  
woke up I was standing in front       
of a classroom that had not yet       
been built. 

 

All of a sudden I saw someone       
. He was wearing a lemon yellow shirt and some lime green shorts and his hair was                 
azure smart blue.  

Vroom,poof,bang unfamiliar noises made me jump. The ground shook with tumbling           
objects. The boy took me to an open space. 

In front of me there was a classroom that had not yet been built. I ran away from the                   
objects every time they got close. He showed me how to swing on monkey bars and                
slide down slides. What such fun we had! 

Later that evening I watched children playing. They ran and jumped. The boy taught              
me how to play a game called football. I had to kick it in between 3 posts: the left                   
post, the right post, and the crossbar post. Suddenly we were off and went to an old                 
school. 

Inside the old school I could see old chairs. The boy taught me how to speak their                 
language,and suddenly a fire started. 
I shouted at the boy to run! Suddenly I found myself falling Lower!Lower!Lower!             
When I got home I found a piece of paper that had a message on it that said I’ll                   
never forget you. He must have written it before I had fallen down the howl and then                 
he must have thrown it down. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
By Oliver 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A magical thing once happened to me. I was playing in the beautiful woods when I tripped. I                  
fell deeper, deeper,deeper. 
When I woke up I was scared, standing in front of a big, huge building.  
  
A boy was standing beside me. He smiled at me, he had wild hair like me, he had funny                   
things on his eyes and wore trousers and a jumper the same as the other boys. Squeal!                 
Giggle! Chatter! Lots of people everywhere. The boy took my hand and we walked down the                
road. 
 
We walked into a wide open green space. There was a bit that had things the children were                  
playing on. The boy sat me on a swing and pushed me in the air. My tummy felt funny but it                     
was exciting! 
 
Later on we went to the boys house, we climbed up some funny block things and went into                  
like a cave and there was a place to sleep which was all snuggly and warm just like my                   
animal furs. The boy taught me to read some words. We jumped up and ran down the blocks                  
outside again. 
 
We went to play in the woods, I was happy because it felt like home. The boy showed me                   
men hunting with guns. The bang scared me I ran and fell deeper, deeper, deeper!  
 
When I woke up I was in the woods back home. I was rummaging in my pocket and I felt                    
something, it was the boys toy man! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
By Rosie 
 
A surprising adventure happened to     
me when I was painting in my cave.        
Then the ground under me shook and       
I fell lower, lower, lower. When I got        
up I had a shock because I was in a          
strange spot. 
 
Suddenly a massive vehicle rushed     
past and stopped. Screech, yell,     
bang! People in beautiful colours got      
out. One walked up to me and       
grabbed my hand and took me to a        
place with tall brick walls. 
 
I saw a smart black chair and a tall         
wooden desk. The boy saw a pile of        
paper.he Show me how to make      
paper aeroplanes.We had so much     
fun! 
 

After lunch me and my friend played a chasing game where one person             
chases everyone else. Then we went to the woods.  
 
We climbed on the trees.Then the boy took me to another place. It was made               
of flint and very tall. We went in. I saw a big bell ringing as loud as a jet plane.                    
Then it fell. I screamed at the boy to run but it was too late! I was falling down,                   
down, down.  
 
When I got up I was back in the stone age.I thought it had all been a dream                  
but it can’t have been because I found a paper aeroplane in my pocket!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
By Savannah 
 
An amazing thing once    
happened to me. I was     
wandering in a deep dark     
wood. 
Suddenly I found myself    
falling deeper,deeper and   
deeper. When I stopped    
falling, 
I woke up right in front of       
an old, weird building. I     
was amazed I thought it     
was  
a dream. 
 
 
 

Standing in front of me, I saw a little boy, he had a thick coated blue jumper and black 
shiny new shoes . He did not look like any of the other boys I knew . Pitter patter pitter                    
patter, I looked up and saw water coming out of the sky. This felt cold but refreshing on my                   
face.  
 
The boy took my hand and led me over a grassy field (which was wet on my feet) and then                    
onto the grey concrete.  
We walked along the concrete and he showed me how to hop on a hopscotch grid and to                  
play it too. 
I was still hopping up and down the hop scotch then I turned my head around and I saw him                    
climbing up a tree. The tree was high and he was very daring to go up that high. 
 
Later that day lots more children appeared. I watched them in amazement as they ran               
across the field to play games with each other and all I could hear was laughter. Some of the                   
children taught me how to run,hop,skip,jump and to throw a ball into a hoop. 
 
Then unexpectedly we started to move into an old building (It was a bit scary). 
Inside the old building I could see children making a colourful structure, like a tall  
tower.  
He showed me how to do a great big puzzle (it was really tricky). In the room a piercing                   
sound was getting louder and louder and everyone started to leave the building.  
I shouted run but it was too late, I found myself falling deeper, deeper and deeper again.                 
When I awoke, I was back home again. 
Later that day I reached into my trouser pocket, I found a small puzzle piece, a piece that I                   
will treasure forever. 
 



 
 
 
 

By Alfie 
 
An amazing thing once    
happened to me, I was     
strolling towards my enormous    
cave when I suddenly    
changed direction. I found    
myself falling deeper, deeper,    
deeper. When I woke up I was       
standing in front of an old      
building. 
 
All of a sudden I saw a       
strange person, a boy?! He     
wore a white shirt, dark grey      
trousers and his hair was     
short and tidy. 

BRING! RING! DING! A hideous noise made me terrified, the building           
shook from the screaming sound. The boy held my hand and took me to              
a big fenced area. 
 
The boy showed me a board with black and white bones on it. We were               
moving the bone pieces, they call this chess. It was fun! 
 
Later that day, we had a game of football. The boy taught me to hit the                
ball with my head, this is called a header. We went to play a game of                
football with the trick the boy had taught me. 
 
During the game I tripped, I could see the green grass, it was like a sea                
of green. I fell deeper, deeper, deeper. 
 
When I woke up, I was home again. I went in my pocket and found a                
chess piece! 
 
 



 
 
 
 

By George 

I was walking in the woods when       
something in the bushes startled me.      
I headed in the opposite direction      
and tripped on a big stone. I found        
myself falling deeper, deeper,    
deeper. When I looked up I saw a        
strange building that I have never      
ever seen before. It was enormous      
and made of strange stones. 

I saw loads of weird people going       
into the strange building. Some     
people were running, and some     
people were walking. They were     
carrying weird round orange balls     
and curvy yellow things. Beep! Beep!      
Vroom! It was really loud out here so        
I decided to follow one of the       

children, a boy who looked friendly and was wearing a blue jumper, into the strange               
building. 

We went inside to a funny-looking enclosed space. It was really busy. Everybody sat              
down on peculiar blue sitting things. They were holding pointy sticks in all their              
hands. The boy gave me a strange flat thing. “What is this?” I said. He opened it and                  
showed me lots of weird wriggly things inside it. It was amazing! 

Later that morning, the boy took me to a quiet space where there were more flat                
things with scribbly lines in. He showed me pictures in them of animals I know, like                
wolves and deer, and other animals that I didn’t know. 

After lunch, some children went across the big open grassy space to a place that               
kind of looked like home. I found a log to sit on. The fire was lit and it felt like I was                      
back home, but I knew I wasn’t. I saw a slimy creature come out from under the log.                  
It was as slimy as a freshly caught fish. I tried to catch it, but I tripped and found                   
myself falling deeper, deeper, deeper. 

When I opened my eyes I was back home. I felt something pointy in my pocket. I                 
grabbed it and pulled it out. It was one of those pointy sticks that all of the children                  
were using! 



 
 
 
 
 

By Lola-Mai 
 
A surprising thing happened to     
me once. I was walking towards      
the twinkling river, when I quickly      
turned around. That was when I      
fell further, further, further. When     
I woke up I was standing in front        
of an odd looking building. 
 
All of a sudden I saw an       
unfamiliar person, a girl?! She     
was wearing a royal blue     
cardigan, a grey skirt and her      
hair was long golden brown, tied      

neatly in ribbons. RING! DING! DONG! Strange noises scared me so           
much, the noise echoed with unusual BOOMS. The girl gripped my hand            
and took me inside a room full of peculiar things and strange stones. 
 
Next I saw children running around touching each other, the unfamiliar           
girl told me it was called tag. The girl took me to the cave drawing on the                 
floor, she taught me a game called hopscotch, we had so much fun             
together! 
 
Later that morning, the girl wanted to go on the play equipment, she took              
me to these up and down sticks that she called steps, after that we went               
to the wooden floor called the bridge. 
 
The girl took me to something called the monkey bars, I could see all the               
colours like a colourful butterfly. Then something happened, my hands          
suddenly slipped, I found myself falling further, further, further. 
 
When I woke up, I was at home. I went into my pocket and found a small                 
strange stone. A snap cube?! 



 
 
 
 
 

By Wren 
 
A bewildering thing once happened to me ,I        
was strolling to the big fruit tree, magically        
changed direction.I found myself falling     
deeper,deeper,deeper.when I awoke I was     
standing beside an azure bleu door with paint        
peeling off. 
 
Suddenly I found someone, a girl? She wore a         
satin cardigan, a dove grey skirt, a chantilly        
lace white blouse with puff sleeves on her legs.         
She had ice white stockings and ink metallic        
black shoes with heels. CLick! Clack! Click!       
Clack! I heard a peculiar noise, it made me         
faint. It was a long pointy thing that grownups         
used to draw on things. She took me to another          
place. 
 
On the left side of me there was a humongous          
grassy space with multi-coloured flowers, she      
showed me how to pick berries and which ones         
are poisonous. It was so interesting. 
 
 
After Lunch, she took me to a peculiar place.         
Objects made from wood and on it there were         

children swinging on it acting like they were animals. 
 
On the play equipment I could see the pitch black tyre swings like the pupil of an owl's eye.                   
She taught me how to get to the top of the climbing frame by showing me and then I saw                    
some fruit and climbed up to get it. Suddenly someone screamed and I fell but I got the fruit.                   
I was falling lower, lower, lower. 
 
When I woke up I was in my bed. I had a squishy, nobly thing in my hand. A fruit! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

By Ida 
An amazing thing once happened to me.I was        
hunting silver glittering fish, when I noticed a        

hole. I tripped and fell deeper,deeper,      
deeper.When I landed with a jolt, I was        
in front of a weird red mountain with        
lots of people going in and out. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Suddenly I saw a girl walking towards me! She had sand coloured hair and she was                
wearing a midnight black dress and was smart.Whizz! Whoosh! Dash! Everyone           
rushed around.I followed the girl to the fresh air space. 
 
In front of me was a hard grey coloured floor.There were millions of people around               
me,they were running,jumping,shouting and laughing! The girl showed me how to           
play with a ball.It was hectic! I heard a grown up shouting, what’s happening now? 
 
When we were having lunch in the classroom, I felt strange and anxious.It was              
really loud, all I could hear was chatter, chatter, chatter. I just wanted to get out of                 
there!  
 
The girl took me to the field, the grass was as green as fresh spring leaves in the                  
trees.It was more like home.Suddenly I saw a bird .I ran to chase it then I tripped on                  
a mole hill.I fell deeper, deeper,deeper. 
 
When I bumped onto the ground I was back at home.Then I clasped onto a round                
smooth thing inside my deerskin bag.It was a ball! 
 
 


